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Xorn Aesto

Xorn Aesto is a PC played by Sirskully

Xorn Aesto
Gender: Male

Age: ???
Race: Ab Homine Caelesti

Faction: N/A
Occupation: Private Investigator

Rank: N/A

Physical Appearance

The being known as Xorn Aesto is a ball of glowing gas confined into a humanoid shell designed to be
vaguely male-shaped. The gas appears to be a golden colour, while the shell is gunmetal grey.

The head of the suit resembles a robotic skull with vents for eyes where trails of golden vapour can be
seen venting while the rest of the shell is modelled after the musculature of an athletic humanoid.

For modesty's sake Xorn chooses to clothe himself, and when you have been around for as long as he
has, you sometimes decide to slip into the boots of another. As such his current style is modelled after
that of a Noir detective, with a dress shirt, a tie, a trench coat and some formal looking shoes, never a
hat.

Biography

There was nothing… Then there was life

Xorn doesn't quite remember many experiences, bar a few specific and important things that
happened, or rather the feelings that occurred at that time

-The time it became self aware

-The time it discovered how to change shape

-The time it decided to refer to itself as “He”

-The time he named himself

-The time he decided to cease being a celestial body, in order to walk among the people

and the time he discovered how to form sounds that resembled the “common language” of those
around him

Besides these few events, he has decided to forge his own history, an amnesiac's best friend is their
imagination.
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Personality

When you have seen empires rise and fall for eons, you learn that it's better to act how you want
instead of trying to conform to those around you that are sure to fall in the blink of an eye.

He almost has a child-like curiosity, always keen to poke and prod at something new until it is
understood, he is also prone to voicing musings that other, younger species would rather keep to
themselves.

Although he is fully away of the concept of Lying, he simply brushed it off as another flaw of the
younger species along with mortality.

Abilities/Skills

Items

OOC Notes

This page was originally created by Sirskully on Sat 24-03-18.
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